
 

THE HATE LIST by Jennifer Brown 
Discussion Questions 

 

1. The Hate List began almost as a joke. How did it become so deadly? 
 

2. Is it hard to tell the difference between a hero and a villain? In the first chapter Valerie 
wonders, “Was I the bad guy who set into motion the plan to mow down half my school, or 
the hero who sacrificed herself to end the killing?” [p. 7] How does she answer that question? 
How would you? 

 
3. Why was Valerie so attracted to Nick? Was she blind to his dark side? Did she draw out his 

good side? Why did she continue to love him even after the shooting? What kept her from 
visiting his grave? 

 
4. How supportive was Valerie’s relationship with her mother before the shooting? How did it 

change afterward? In what ways did the tragedy draw them closer? 
 

5. “When it comes to reading people,” Valerie fears, “I’m an F student.” [p. 50] She is thinking 
of Nick, but who are the other people in her life she thoroughly misreads? Pay special 
attention to her brother. When does Valerie finally understand his true feelings about her? 

 
6. Discuss the changing nature of Valerie’s relationship with Jessica Campbell. Why was 

Jessica on the Hate List? After the shooting, why does Jessica reach out to Valerie? Why is 
Valerie reluctant to befriend Jessica? Why doesn’t Jessica just give up on Valerie? 

 
7. When does Valerie’s father make his first appearance in the novel? Why can’t he forgive his 

daughter for her involvement in the shooting? Why is it easier for his girlfriend 
to be more understanding? 
 

8. “The best way I can describe the feeling was that it was miraculous” is how Valerie describes 
her first painting class. [p. 249] What miracle is she experiencing? How does it help her 
emotional recovery? 
 

9. “My son may have been the shooter,” Nick’s mother tells reporters, “but he’s still a victim.” 
[p. 280] What do you think she means by that? Do you agree? 
 


